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• Compiled a collection of 10 firms in the fast-food and fast-casual 
restaurant industry that had been involved with an activist investor
• Collected stock prices of these companies at different points along 








• Looked at how these returns compared to the overall industry as a 
whole by comparing it to Menuetf Index (a restaurant industry 
tracking ETF)
• If the stock had performed poorly (didn’t beat the returns of the 
Menuetf Index or the S&P 500) then it is clear that the activist 
investors strategy was not effective
• If the stock beat the index and the S&P 500, then the investment 
was considered a success
• Compiled a group of 5 firms in the fast-food and fast-casual 
industry that had not had any activist involvement
• Averaged the returns of these 5 firms over the same time periods 
that the firms with activist involvement had been measured over 
• Ran a paired T-Test by comparing the returns of the firms without 
activist investors with the returns of the firms that had activist 
involvement
KEY RESULTS & FINDINGS
• 50% had positive returns since the announcement of activist 
involvement
• 40% beat the market returns of the ETF
• 80% of the companies saw a positive stock jump after the 
announcement of activist involvement 
• The average stock price increase upon the announcement of 
activist involvement was $3.78
• 70% of the companies’ stock prices were up one year after the 
announcement of activist involvement
• Average amount that a stock was up between one year before the 
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Menu ETF Index Performance (2006-Present)
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INITIAL	FINDINGS
• Range of activist position size varies greatly (2.3%-69%)
• 4 years on average of activist involvement
• 12 activist hedge funds involved
Stock Performance of Firms 1 Year Prior to 
Announcement to Present
• Use framework for research for other industries and business 
sectors to get a better idea on what the overall market effect of 
activist investors is (i.e. Retail)
• Measure the differences in capital allocation in these 
restaurants once an activist investor gets involved
• It is clear that there are some major positive impacts to certain 
stocks from activists (Cracker Barrel and McDonald’s) 
• More failures than successes when compared to the Menu ETF
• Paired T-Test showed that activist held companies stocks 
outperformed non-activist stocks from 10 days pre-
announcement to 10 days post-announcement
• Paired T-Test showed that activist held companies 
underperformed those stocks of non-activist controlled 
companies from 1 year pre-announcement to 1 year post-
announcement
• Overall it cannot be conclusively validated what the effect of 






• From the paired T-Test we found that there was a difference in the 
returns for firms with activist investors and firms without from both:
• The 10 days before activist announcement to 10 days post 
activist announcement timeframe 
• And the 1 year prior to activist announcement to 1 year after 
the announcement timeframe
• Firms with activist involvement saw higher returns than firms 
without activist involvement over the time frame from 10 days 
before activist announcement to 10 days after activist 
announcement
• Firms without activist involvement saw higher returns than firms 
with activist investors over the 1 year pre-announcement to 1 year 
post-announcement timeline
*Chipotle	returns	were	also	driven	by	food	
safety	issues
